Now your IBM PC can see like a hawk!

Datacube’s real-time frame grabber matched for CCD cameras.

Datacube’s new IVG-128 is the perfect match for QC inspection and medical imaging applications on the IBM PC.

- Real-time video acquisition with 384H x 512V resolution and 256 grey levels or pseudo-color output (256 colors out of 16 million configurable palette).
- CCD & CID cameras map directly and efficiently in the memory space. These cameras include Sony, Fairchild, Panasonic, Hitachi, NEC and GE.
- Single, low-power board is cascadable for 24-bit true color processing.
- Dual phase-locked loop for excellent display stability and locking to external video tape input.
- Language-independent image processing and pattern recognition software routines.

See how easy it is to make your computer see like a hawk. Call or write Datacube Incorporated, 4 Dearborn Road, Peabody, MA 01960, Telephone: (617) 535-6644.
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